
Important Notice Regarding Warranty: This product is covered for a very competitive warranty period. In order to enjoy 
the peace of mind that this warranty affords and ensure the optimum performance of your floor, you must comply with 
all instructions relating to preparation, subfloor, installation environment, installation method, and ongoing care and 
maintenance. Any faults that occur as a result of failure to comply with the above, will not be covered by the warranty.

Installation Instructions

LAMINATE

BEFORE YOU START
• All sources of moisture must be rectified prior to the installation of the floor, and moisture levels in rooms fitted with laminate 

flooring should be maintained at a stable level; in line with normal living conditions. Any construction dampness (such as 
recently laid concrete slab, or wet paint) must be completely dry.

• Choose a recommended Underlay from the Dunlop Hard Flooring Underlay range. For a floating installation we recommend 
the use of Dunlop Aquacoustic underlay, as this product will provide both the foam underlay required and a 200 micron 
polyethylene vapour barrier.

• Calculate the total square meters of the space being covered and add 7% for cutting and waste.

• Measure the area to be installed. The board width of the last row across the installation should not be less than 150mm in 
width. If possible, adjust the width of the first row to be installed, to avoid having to adjust the width of the final row later on.

• An expansion gap of 10mm must be maintained around the entire perimeter of the floor. This also applies around pipes, 
pillars, frames and fixtures.  When measuring for the layout of the floor, remember to factor in this expansion gap.

• For floors with an area exceeding 100m, and/or exceeding lengths of 10 lineal meters or where large areas join onto small 
areas (hallways and lounge rooms, bedrooms to halls etc.) use expansion joints to divide the installed flooring areas. These 
expansion gaps can be covered with laminate T-mould trims, available from any flooring specialist/retailer. Always utilise an 
expansion join in door openings and rooms that are off-square (e.g. L, F, T, U shapes).

• The product should be acclimatised for 48 hours prior to installation, in the room that it is to be fitted, carefully stacked in 
its packaging.

• The product must be stored, installed and maintained in a protected and dry place, with room temperature between  
14°C – 28°C, and relative humidity between 40 – 65%. Rapid and significant temperature fluctuation must be avoided.

• Check each plank for any manufacturing defects prior to installation. Any faults must be reported back to the store of 
purchase for an immediate refund or replacement prior to the flooring being installed.

• Laminate boards are all the same length but should be laid randomly across the floor to create the best effect. We 
recommend that you install the planks using a mix from several different cartons to ensure a random appearance. This will 
result in a more natural looking floor. 

• The boards should be fitted so as to run the length of the longest, straightest wall. In narrow hallways, install the floor 
parallel to the length of the hallways.

Installation Instructions

Appropriate Settings: Residential settings and commercial settings: areas with light to moderate traffic, such as hotels, 
conference rooms, classrooms, small offices, small department stores, boutiques and lobbies. This product is not to be 
installed in wet areas that have a potential for flooding, such as bathrooms, laundries, saunas or outdoor areas. Laminate 
floors are suitable for all rooms other than those that are subject to excessive moisture and high levels of humidity. Whilst 
the core of the laminate board is made of a very sturdy HDF (high-density fibreboard) this material can still swell if exposed 
to moisture for a prolonged duration. This product is not suitable for installation in garages, as discolouration of the surface 
of the planks can occur as a result of prolonged contact with rubber. Direct sunlight can change the shade of the planks and 
influence the dimensional stability of the floor so this should be considered when choosing installation method.



all Subfloors
The below requirements apply to all subfloor options detailed throughout this document, and must be paid careful attention in order to minimise the risk 
of problems occurring with your flooring post-installation.

All substrates must be structurally sound, flat/even, clean and dry:
• Structurally sound: Laminate flooring can be installed onto concrete subfloors and existing wood, vinyl or tile floors provided they are dimensionally 

stable.

• Flat/Even: Deviations in any subfloor level must not exceed 3mm under a 2 lineal metre straight edge. Raised points must be sanded/ground down 
and depressions filled using a good quality cementitious levelling compound. Please engage a professional installer’s services for these matters.

• Clean: Ensure the subfloor is clean and free from all contaminants and loose material by vacuuming prior to installation. Do not wash subfloor or 
expose it to water prior to installation.

• Dry: It is essential that the moisture content of any subfloor complies with the relevant standard. For Australian conditions the recommended 
standard is a maximum of 75% relative humidity for concrete subfloors and 10 – 15% moisture content for wood subfloors. All potential 
sources of moisture (e.g. walls, drains, damp proof courses, plumbing, fridges, washing machines etc.) must be thoroughly checked and rectified 
if found to be an issue. The final responsibility for determining if the subfloor is dry enough for installation of the flooring lies with the floor covering 
installer.

If installing on a Concrete Subfloor
• The moisture content of a concrete subfloor must not exceed 75% relative humidity.

• Freshly laid concrete requires adequate curing time in order to avoid moisture related problems with your floorcovering. In good drying conditions allow 
one day per 1mm of the depth of the concrete to ensure it is dry. Further curing time may be necessary depending on site conditions. 

• Existing concrete subfloor’s moisture content can be checked using a moisture meter. Your floor must not be fitted until the problem has been rectified.

If installing on Wood, Vinyl or Tile Subfloor
• The moisture vapour content of a wood subfloor must not exceed 10 – 15%.

• Laminate flooring can be fixed directly onto pre-installed wood (particle board, yellowtongue, or conventional hardwood), vinyl or tile subfloors, 
provided this subfloor meets all of the requirements detailed at the beginning of the Subfloors section. If the subfloor is not flat and even then you will 
need to overlay it with structural grade plywood (min 20mm thick). All existing floorcoverings must be securely fixed to the subfloor, to minimise the risk 
of squeaking. Where poor adhesion between the subfloor and existing boards, planks or tiles exist, secure if possible, otherwise remove the existing 
floorcovering completely.

• On a wood subfloor, your laminate boards should be laid in a direction that is 90 degrees (perpendicular) to the direction of the boards below. If this is 
not possible, then plywood sheets (minimum depth 6mm) should be nailed, stapled or screwed to cover the existing floor, allowing a 10mm perimeter 
gap (against walls) for expansion. The new floor can then be laid directly onto the plywood sheet.

• For a floating installation onto conventional strip timber, vinyl or tile subfloor (provided all boards/tiles are securely fixed) you will first have to lay a 
Masonite, particle board or yellowtongue underlay before you lay the product. Once you have ensured that the subfloor is flat/even, and provided 
the moisture content of the subfloor does not exceed the specified 10 – 15%, you should lay a MPU (see Moisture Barriers section above). We 
recommend Dunlop Aquacoustic underlay. Your laminate boards are then floated on top of this underlay

• If you are choosing to glue down your laminate floor onto a conventional strip timber, vinyl or tile subfloor, follow the above step but replace the MPU 
with a rubber underlay; we recommend Dunlop Advantage 3. This will have to be glued down to the Masonite, and your laminate will in turn be glued to 
the rubber underlay.

If installing on Subfloors with Radiant Heat
Due to the speed of sudden temperature change, which has the potential to negatively affect your floor, it is not recommended to install over an 
electrical radiant heating system. This will not be covered by the manufacturer’s warranty. The instructions below are for radiant heating systems 
using water. Ensure the radiant heat surface temperature never exceeds 28°C. Before installing over newly constructed radiant heat systems, operate 
the system at maximum capacity to force any residual moisture from the cementitious topping of the radiant heat system. 

Switch off the heating system 48 hours prior to installation. Once this has been completed, set the thermostat to a comfortable room temperature for 
the installation. It is recommended that the radiant heat be applied in a gradual manner after installing the flooring; no more than 2°C change per day.. 
Refer to the radiant heat system’s manufacturer recommendations for additional guidance.

SUBFLOORS



 1 Floating Installation
Tools Required: (not supplied) knee pads, goggles, square, tape measure, pencil, saw, utility knife, 
spacer wedges, hammer, tapping block, tightening bar, PVA D3 cross linked wood adhesive

Suitable Subfloors: Concrete base or pre-installed wood, vinyl or tile subfloor (see Subfloors section 
for further detail on suitability and preparation of subfloors).

PREPARATION: 
Ensure your subfloor is structurally sound, flat/even, clean and dry as detailed in the Subfloor section. 
For your moisture barrier and underlay needs, we recommend Dunlop Aquacoustic, as this product will 
provide both a foam underlay and a 200 micron polyethylene vapour barrier.

An expansion gap of 10mm must be maintained around the entire perimeter of the floor. This also 
applies around pipes, pillars, frames and fixtures. This gap between the first row of boards and the wall 
should be maintained using spacer wedges regularly along the length of the wall. When measuring for 
the layout of the floor, remember to factor in this expansion gap.

1.1 Begin your installation against a sound, straight wall, starting in the left corner and working right. It 
may be necessary to scribe the first row of boards to achieve correct alignment. Be mindful of the 10mm 
expansion gap during this step.

1.2 Undercut door frame so that the planks can be installed underneath, being mindful of the 
requirement for a 10mm gap. Ensure that any underlay being used in the installation is underneath the 
product when you perform this step, so that cut is at the correct height.

1.3 Always remember your 10mm expansion gap; the installed floor must be able to move freely – do 
not glue, nail or install it butted against any walls, pillars or fixtures.

1.4 Begin the next row with the piece left over from the previous row (not from the first row of shaped 
boards). The end joins of the joining boards should be staggered or stepped by at least 500mm. Avoid 
using the brick staggering approach, as this will weaken the installation. A random stagger is preferable.

1.5 Cut the join (locking system) off the pieces at ends of rows and insert your spacer wedges. You can 
then continue the installation with consecutive rows.

1.6 Random stagger the head joins along the rows never placing the head joins closer than 400mm 
from the joins in the previous row. 

1.7 When installing the laminate use a hammer and tapping block to tap the joins together. Take great 
care not to use more force than is required to help the boards join together as this can damage the 
locking device and compromise the installation.

1.8 When fitting the end and side planks against the perimeter walls and fixtures of the installation use 
a tightening bar so as to get a tight fit. Remember to keep a check on the straightness of the rows of 
planks with a string line, this will ensure a good installation.

Installation METHODS

For more information contact Dunlop Flooring on 
1800 622 293 or visit heartridge.com.au

Finishing Off: Once installation 
is complete and any adhesives 
used are sufficiently dry (see 
advice on adhesive product 
label), any spacing wedges used 
should be removed. If a plastic 
moisture barrier has been used, 
the edges that have been turned 
up the wall can now be cut off; 
it is recommended to leave 
approximately 20mm extra to put 
behind the scotia or skirting to 
prevent moisture penetrating the 
material through the wall.

Once installation is complete, 
the expansion gap around the 
perimeter of the floor can be 
covered by re-fitting the skirting 
boards, either by nailing, screwing 
or gluing directly to the perimeter 
walls. Never fix them directly to the 
installed floor. If the skirting boards 
were not removed for installation, 
you can cover the expansion gap 
using moulding trims that attach to 
the skirting with glue or panel pins. 
At doorways, a door threshold strip 
should be used to protect the edges 
of the floor and provide a decorative 
transition from one floor type to 
another.

Any visible joints or gaps should be 
filled with a non-silicon based filler  
(e.g. Fuller Caulk In Colours) to 
match the colour of the floor. 


